
Distressed at the prospect of travel
in a vessel outfitted with an excess of flammable
materials, three astronauts mirror their palms
in sarcastic prayer, before a model of their
capsule, an ivory pyramid resembling

the marble-lacquered marker of Khufu’s tomb.
The pharaoh’s wizard, Djedi, designed
his god king’s mausoleum to guide its principle
occupant, who sought in life the documents
of Thoth, god of knowledge, to the Netherworld

where such secrets reside. Diagonal shafts
bisect cyclopean blocks of limestone,
inviting heaven’s eyes to embalm sealed
chambers in celestial light, and granting
ghosts, lost amid their troves of treasures,

measured paths to meet their judgment. Captured
in monochrome atop a black table, the Apollo
capsule model hovers while the crew’s bowed heads
and angled hands suggest that each man might
break into a bow before the snowy icon.

The crew, immersed in their chamber of pure oxygen,
could not see the liquid glycol coolant beneath their
feet react with silver-plated wires, to release electric
arcs. In minutes, solder joints melted. Spacesuits
fused to molten nylon. Investigators later found

a handprint, etched in ash, on the inside of
the hatch. In the sterile test facility,
technicians rushed past oxygen canisters
stacked like Canopic jars, the capsule window
glowing like the eye of Horus drawn wide.
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